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MIXED-FLOW COMPRESSOR

OVER-ALL PERFORMANCE OF lWTLLER AND

SUPERSONIC-DR?E’USIIRCOMBIJWTION

By Ward W. Wilcox snd Wil.lismH. Robbins

subMARY

An axial-discharge impelJer, in cotiination with a 16-vaned super-
sonic cliffuser cascade, was investigated over a rsmge of flow condi-
tions at equivalent tip speeds _ng from 800 to 1600 feet per sec-
end. Diffus~-entrance Mach nuzr.bers were in the low supersonic range,
that is, less than 1.4j and the O.030-inch-thick straight blades were

● placed at an angle of 65° with the compressor ads. Each pair of
blades constituted a convergent-divergent supersonic diffuser wherein
primary emphasis was placed on deceleration through a Mach ntier of 1

a with minimum 10S S ● Such a diffuser, when started,“wouldbe expected
to have a single nlue of weight flow at each speed,and the maximum
pressure ratio and adiabatic efficiency would be eqected to occur
shultaneously at the peak of a vertical characteristic curve.

At all.tip speeds covered by this investigation, the requirements
for starting of the cascade wae not met because effective contraction
ratio was increased by the presence of boundary layer, blade wakes,
and separation. At no speed was the design value of weight flow
attained, because of choking in the diffuser passages. Peak values of
diffuser efficiency occurred at weight flows lower than the choking
value at each speed. Thus, the indications are that a diffuser with
an external shock configuration would perfcmg as well as or better
than the convergent-divergenttype in this range of Mach nunhers, with
the additional benefit of operating over a range of weight flows.

The application of flow bleedoff between the impeller and the
tiffuser to the extent of 9 percent of the actual weight flow was
insufficient to allow stsrting of the diffuser. The net weight flow

. through the diffuser was not increasedby the use of bleedoff. ,

.
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INTRODUCTION ‘-
—.

Prime requisites for the compressor component-of modern aircraft-
e~ines include the characteristicsof compactness, depentibl.lity,and
structural simplicity, as well as the customary demand for high flow
capacity per unit of frontal srea, high pressure ratio, snd relatively
high adiabatic efficiency. The axial-discharge centrifugal-typeimpel-
ler was designedat the ~ACA Lewis laboratory as a particular compromise
in which maximum flOW capacity per tit frontal mea wqs sou@t at a
predetermined pressure ratio. The design theory and the impeller per-
formance are discussed in references 1 and 2.

Air is discharged from this impeller tith a high rotational tom- -
ponent of velocity at resultant Mach numbers that are in the low super-
sonic range, that is, less than 1.4. It was expected that the necessary
turning couldbe Qcc”omplishedwithout great difficulty through separate
conventional subsonic airfoil cascades after the shock to subsonic
velocities. In the design of the diffuser considered herein, primary
emphasis was placed-on deceleration through a Mach nuniberof 1.0 with
minimum 10SS. At the diffuser-inletMach nurbers encountered in this
design, the loss through a single normal shock is not excessive. The --
subsonic”axial-velocitycomponent necessitatesblades for precipitation
of the shock.

A cascade of sheet-metalblades was de=igned on the basis of two-
dimensional-flowtheory, each pair of blades constituting a convergent-
divergent supersonic diffuser. Flow Mach nui?ibersand angles were chosen
from iqpeller-outletflow-distribution data obtained from unreported
previous design-speed investigations at an equivalent weight flow of
16.5 pounds per second. “Atthis-operatingpoint--auniform flow angle
existed across the discharge annulus. A system for bleeding off air “-
between the impeller discharge and the diffuser was incorporated in
this design to assist in starting the diffuser.
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Over-all performance of the impeller-diffusercombinatioriwas
obtained over a range of weight flows and t~ speeds. -In addition, an

..

indication of the trends of the flow processes within the diffuser
cascade was obtained from total-pressure surveys upstresm and.down- ,-

stream of the diffuser and from static-pressurereadings on the outside
wall along a“’singlepassage. ,=

.., _

DIFFUSER DESIGN

On the basis of two-dimensional performance, the convergent-
. ....=
......_

divergent..supersoficdiffuser,was chosen b-decelerate the impeller
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absolute velocity through a Mch nuriberof 1. Problems of starting,
stability, and general operation o-ftwo-dimensional diffusers of this
type are discussed in detail in reference 3. A serious complication
arose from the application 03 convergent-divergentdiffuser principles
to an annular cascade because of the necessity for flow spillage when
the operation is in the “unstsrted” condition. In free-stream operation,
at supersonic Mach nunibers‘belowthe starting value, some of the air in
a stream filament of the size of the projected srea of the diffuser
passsge must flow around the diffuser. 0bv5.ouslythis condition is
impossible in an infinite cascade. “As a result, some flow adjustment
must be made upstream of the diffuser, either ‘inthe annulus or within
the impeller itself.

In the application of convergent-divergent-diffuserdesign prin-
ciples to the flow conditions at the discharge of this impeller, a two-
dimensional design was made for the hub, tip, end mean-radius locations.
If the starting requirements are met at all radii and the flow enters
the passages supersonically, the peak pressure ratio, adiabatic effi-
ciency, and weight flow are expected to occur simultaneously at design
speed.

When the diffuser-inlet Mach nudmr is below the starting value,
* an external shock configuration forms in front of the cascade. Both

radial and axial turning may take place through these shock waves. At
design speed, the unstarted operation is accompaniedby positive angles.
of incidence, as shown in figure 1.

A photograph of the supersonic diffuser cascade is presented in
figure 2. The desi~ value of weight flow for this cascade was
16.5 pounds per second, an operating point where the distribution of
flow angle was uniform ?&om hub to tip at an average value of 65°.
Sixteen straight blades of 0.030-inch thickness were used, with a 5°
wedge.on both ends. For this geometry the highest contraction ratio,
1.030, occurs at the hub, and the corresponding minimun Mach nuniberfor
shock entry is 1.252. The design Mach nuuber was assumed to be 1.3 to
allow for viscous effects. The minimum length of the blade was deter-
ndmedby the intersection of an oblique shockwave from the 5° wedge
with the adjoining blade, At the tip, the ndnimum length was 3.17 inches
for a 60° oblique shock. An additional 1/2 inch of straight section was
added for stability. At the blade hub a ction trailing edge was pre-
scribed, which further lengthened the blade at this radius. This &!_f-
fuser cascade was placed 7/8 inch behind the impeller.

h an effort to ease the
. number of bleedoff holes were

.

starting problem at low Mach n@ers, a
installed between the impeller discharge
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and the diffuser throat (fig. 2). In each blade passage, six l/4.-inch
holes were placed on the outside wall in this region with an additional
hole sl@htly downstream of the throat.

.
On-the inside wall five l/4-inch’

.
g

holes and four l/8-inch

For this series of

holes were used in front-of the throat. ‘c–

APPARJmJs
—

investigations, several alterations were made -. -
to the original test rig described in reference 2. Changes that affected
the flow characteristics<a&e limited to the following:

—

1. Replacement of the cantilevered i!o.nercylinder and bearing sup- —

port required.the presence of six airfoil-shaped struts downstream of
the diffuser measuring station.

--
These struts reduced the maximum

obtainable weight flow without stators from a value of 18.7 (refer- ._ . ~
ence 2) to 17.6 pounds per second.

,. —

2. Provisions were made to withdraw and measure a quantity of air
between the impeller and the diffuser throat on both the outer and

—

inner walls (j?ig.2).

3. Different--inletguide vanes were placed in the same location in 8

front of the impeller. These blades produced essentially the stie -—
average flow distribtztionbut were fabricated to closer tolerances to . . 1
reduce circumferentialflow variations. .

INSTRUMENTATION

For over-all performance of the iiapeller-diffusercombination, the
instrumentationwas essentially the ssme asthat reported in refer-
ence 2. Inlet weight flow was measured by a calibrated variable-area
orifice in the inlet system. Total temperat&e and pressure and static
pressure were obtained at a station in the inlet pipe that was 4 diam-
eters upstresm from the impeller,snd was preceded by.12 diameters of
straight pipe. At.a station about 0.80 inch downstream from the diffuser
discharge and on an extension of the passage center line, total pres-
sure, static-pressureflow angle, and total temperature were s&veyed at
l/10-inch radial intervals. Four equaily spaced wall taps on both ‘ ;.
inner and outer walls were used to determine static pressure in the
transonic range of l@ch nuuiberswhere the survey probe was unreliable. ---
Total pressures at each radius were arithmetical averagesof readings
from a nine-tube rake. A cylindrical yaw tube was found to be satis-
factory for angle measurement at all Mach nmbers. For static-pressure
surveys a wedge of about 80 included angle was used. At Mach numbers

,-

.+

—----

.. ●.”:
.—

mmqmwib . .
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between 0.98 and 1.3, laboratory test facilities for calibrating the
. probe were i~dequate, but indications were that a very high correction

wo~d be necesssry. Interpolation between wall-tap static pressures was
utilized for this range of Mach nuibers. .

Flow characteristicswithin the diffuser passages were estimated
from readings.of .20static taps placed on the outside casing in three

—

rows equally spaced across a single yassage. NO att~t was made to
introduce instruments into the passage because the presence’of the
instruments would have completely altered the flow.

In addition to the surveys downstream of the diffuser, a survey of
total pressure and
the diffuser.

For runs with
drawn off into two
to measure the air

.
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The following

flow angle was made at a station 1/2 inch in front of

flow bleedoff, the flow from the individual holes was
ducts. Sharp-edged orM’ices in these ducts were used.
flow.

SYMBOLS

symbols are”used h-this report:

Mach number

total pressure, pounds per sqlare foot

static pressure, pounds per square foot

tip speed, feet per second

weight flow, pounds per second

ratio of specific heats

ratio of impeJler-inlet total pressure to standard sea-level
pressure

adiabatic efficiency

supersonic efficiency

static-pressure efficiency

%8Nmm&&’
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e ratio of Weller-inlet total temperature to standard sea- ..
level temperatu&e

—
.=

II/t@ equivalent tip speed, feet per second $
~

T’T@/6 equivalent weight flow, pounds p= second .=
—

Subscripts:

1 impeller-inlet

2 diffuser-inlet

measuring station

measuring station

3, difftiser-dischargemeasuring sta~ion

OPERATING PROCEDURE

Compressor performance da~a were taken over

..

.-
. . _:_

.

the obtainable range —

of equivalent weight flow W@[8 at constant values of equivalent tip
speed U/@ varying from 800 to”1600 feet per second. Inlet-air con-
ditions were maintained at 15 inches of mercury absolute and inlet tem-
perature was approximately -20° F for all-ilms except at an equivalent
tip speed of 1600 feet per second, where -60° F air was used.

The desired tip speed and inlet pressure were established with the
outlet thro”ttlewide open. The outlet throttle was then closed to posi-
tion the shock waves in the diffuser. Further closing of the-outlet
throttle caused the disturbances to move upstream of the diffuser, and
closing of the inlet throttle was then necessary to maintain the assigned
inlet pressure. This operation resulted hi a
weight flow. The routine was continued until

ANALYSIS OF KFSULTS

lower value
surging was

—

—

—
+

.—

of equivalent _-:
observed.

Over-all performance of impeller-diffusercotiination. - A standard
compressor-performancecharacteristiccurv~ is shown in figure 3 for
this impeller-diffuserccmhination. Mass-weighted average total- ‘.” +
pressure ratio P3/Pl is plotted against equivalent weight flow W@/5
at intervals of equivalent tip speed ..U/@ from 800 to 1600 feet per

—

second. Oontours of COnStLMIt adiabatic efficiency ~ad are givenby
dashed lines.

.—

.-—

.

emmmTm5 –-
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From a comparison of this plot with the impeller plot in refer-
. ence 2, it is immediately apparent that the introduction of the diffuser

cascade was’responsible for severe reductions in pressure ratio and
efficiency. A range of weight flow exists at all operating speedsj
however, this type of M.ffuser cascade, if performing as designed, for a
started supersonic flow with a shock wave contained in the blading would
be expected to have a unique value of weight flow for each tip speed.
On the other hand, an unstarted cascade with an external shock configura-
tion can operate at various values of impeller weight flow.

Adiabatic efficiency peaks at a low tip speed and is generally
similar to that of the impeller alone (reference 2). The surge line is
not clearly indicated in these investigationsbecause suzging was not
violent at any speed.

Stsrting of diffuser cascade. - The existence of a range of opera-
tion at all tip speeds is, in itself, an indication of failure to start.
In addition, as shownby figure 4, a-plot of the maximum diffuser-inlet
Mach nunber M2 against radius for design speed, when compared with
the design minimum value as limited by contraction ratio alone; shows
Mach n@ers too low for starting to occur, even disregarding boundary
layer, wakes, and mixing losses (reference 3, pp. 183487). The bound-

. ary layer and possibly a separated region resulting from positive angles.
of incidence caused the diffuser to reach a weight-flow limit (ahoking)
at a value below design. As a result, design Mach number and flow angle

.* were unobtainable.

Use of flow bleedoff to aid starting. - In an effort to circumvent
the starting problem, bleedoff holes were.instalkd between the impeller
a~”the diffuser. The geometry of the test rig limited the amount of
air that couldbe withdrawn. At design speed, the removalby suction of
some 9.06 percent of the actual weight flow allowed the impeller to
operate at an equivalent-weight-flowcondition 7 percent higher tk the
previous limit. As shown in figure 4, the resulting Mach number distri-
bution at the diffuser entrance was barely in excess of the theoretical
minimum for starting. This increase in Mach number was actually insuf-
ficient to allow stsmting, however, and the net weight flow through the’
diffuser was unimproved.

The over-all performance-characteristicscurves are presented in
figure 5 for operation with bleedoff between impeller and diffuser. The
value of equivalent weight flow given is the net”value that floys thr@”
the diffuser. Pressure ratio and adiabatic efficiency are @roved’
somewhat as a result of more

. ment is more marked at a tip
ratio is increased 9 percent
speeds.

.

favorable impeller opera;ion. ~is improve-
speed of 1600 feet per second where pressure
near the maxhnun-flow point than at lower

.—

..-
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Radial distribution of flow angle. - An examination of the measured
flow angles at the inlet and the dischsrge”of the diffuser cascade
(fig. 6) reveals considerable clange ,frorn~retiom-ly measured @“en&r -

—.-

discharge flow angles (reference 2). At the maximum weight flow, the
observed angle of incidence just in front of the diffuser is 2° or lessj

at lower weight flows the msximum is 6°. In previous tests of the
“ impeller alone, the much higher flow angles;at comparable weight flows

indicated large angles of incidence with t@ blades. The shock configu-
ration in front of the diffuser is probably responsible for this change
in measured flow angle.

.

-. .—
—

i—
-:

‘ -$*+—

At the maximum-flow condition with the diffuser in place, the
dependence of the diffuser-dischargeflow angle on the back pressure
indicated an expansion wave off the blade trailitige“~e. “Atlower

=

values of weight-flow little tm.ing takes.place.
.,. .-:——.-—

._.._

Flow characteristicswithin diffuser.‘-Measurements of flow condi-
tions within a diffuser passage were impractical because the presence of
the instruments alters the flow. An estimate of the flow processes at
representative flow conditions at design speed is presented in figure 7.
Static-pressure readings were obtained at 2Q locations arranged in three
rows along the outside wall of a single passage. TIJheriused in conjunc-
tion with the measured total pressure just outside the boundary layer at
the diffuser discharge, a minimum value ofl!ach number was determined for
each station. Similarly, by using the total pressure in front of the
cascade a maximum Mach nuniberwas established. ~.general, minhum
values of Mach nuniberwere considered to be more nearly correct at all
positions downstream of the first shock wave, which, for..anunstarted-
cascade, must occur ahead of the throat section.

In figure 7(a)j the choking flow condition at,wide-open outlet
,throttleis given (v@/6 = 14.23 lb/see). Near the blade tip the air
entrance angle closely approximates the blade angle (see fig. .6)and the
Mach number barely exceeds the theoretical minimum for starting (fig. 4).
At other radii, however, the Mach nuniberwas lower, and starting did
not take place. Tabulated values of Mach number show that both maximum
and minimum values exceed unity in the region in front of the throat and
the maximum values are considered more likely. “Becausethe flow could
not enter supersonically,at this contraction ratio for the remainder
of the wall-tap locations, the minimum values of Mch number were
chosen. At this flow condition, these values show a region of high
subsonic velocity, followed by a transition to sonic flow and an expan-
sion wave off the blade trailing edge, which resulted in discharge Mach
numbers exceeding those at the Mffuser inlet. Although the ret~n to
sonic velocity after the shock is undoubtedly aided by the lack of”areE-
divergence of the straight blades, any area divergence after a normal

..,-
—

..
- .- .....-
.. -.=-
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shock at these Mach numbers must be’treated with great care. The optimum
w area increase required to maintain and decelerate subsonic flow would

require empirical determination.

-1
33

.s As the outlet throttle is closed to increase back pressure, a sec-
ond strong shock wave, previously downstream of the instrument station,
was forced up to the diffuser blades,. This flw,condition is shown in
figure 7(b) for virtually the same weight flow (W@/5 = 14.13 lb/see).
Flow Mach numbers are the ssme as for the wide-open throttle condition
in the upstresm psrt of the%lading, and again an expansion wave forms
off the trailing edge. In this instance, however, the back pressure
forces a normal shock to occur at the blade exit, which csncels the -
growth of the expansion wave. At the downstream measuring station, the
flow velocity is subsonic and the discharge angle is only slightly lower
than the blade angle.

As the back pressure is increased further, the second shock moves
upstream until it disappears at the diffuser throat. The inlet-flow
configuration remains unaltered until the s~sonic flow exists everywhere
in the diffuser passage and”then a further increase in back pressure
results in an upstresm displacement of the detached waves at the dif-
fuser inlet and a reduction of .hpel.lerweight flow. This flow co@i-

.

. tion is demonstratedby figure 7(c) for a weight flow of 11.34 pounds
per second.

* Ef7ictency of diffuser cascade. - The efficiency of the supersonic
diffuser is presented in terms of two parameters, qs and qst.

The supersonic efficiency (reference 3) is based on inlet total
and static pressures and outlet total pressure and is,given the form

L

This parsmeter gives an indication of the loss in
the diffuser cascade.

total pressure across

The customary relation for total-pressure ratio across a normal
shock may be substituted for P2/P3>

.

.
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theoretical relation of ~~ to Mach nuiber is give-n
.—
—

in figure 8. At a Mach number of,1.3, the highest obtained with the
diffuser insta~ed, the theoretical value of ‘qS is above 98 percent.-
Thus, the lass through a single normal”shock at these Mach nunibersis :
not excessive. —

A measure of the efficiency of the static-pressuregain in the dif-
fuser may be obtained by substituting static pressure ad temperatures_
in the standard equation for adiabatic efficiency. With some manip-
ulation to convert static temperature to a function of Mach number,
the following equation may be written:-

.

r r-l 1
1 - I

Tst = (A+”dl(g)’-.]
“22 - “32’

,’.

, ,-.

Both the supersonic efficiency and the static-pressue efficiency,
obtained from experimental.data, are plotted M figure 9 against equiv-
alent weight flow for a number of values of equivalent tip speed. The”
values of supersonic efficiericyare shown to be much lower than would
be indicatedby the presence of a single strong shock (fig. 8)4-A
trend toward lower peak values of Vs exists at higher tiy speeds

and weight .flows,which demonstrates a rise in losses at higher
Mach nunibers. Although the supersonic efficiency drops sharply at
the choking-flow condition, absolute values still exceed 75 percent.
The gradual drop in efficiency at lower values of weight flow at a
given speed reflects the additional separation and mixing losses
associated with successivelyhigher angles .o.fincidence.

The curves of static-pressureefficiency against weight flow show a
sudden drop at the choking-flow condition. Because the flow reverts to-
the sonic state and then expands off the trailing edge of the blade, the
discharge static pressure is lower than the inlet, -d this efficiency
goes to zero. As increasingback pressure causes the flow to become

--- —
—

_ ——

.. .

.

.
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subsonic at the diffuser outlet, a pressure increase’is established.
“ The resulting value of static-pressure efficiency pe&s at 62 percent at

design speed and is only slightly higher at lower tip speeds. The abso-
lute value of vst~ as presented, is probably too low because static

l-l
a pressure measured between the impeller and the dif~er may include some
E pressure gain from the external shock. The amount of this discrepancy,

however, would be less than 6 percent.

The peak values of both supersonic and static-pressure efficiency
are reached at weight flows lower than the maximum. An external shock
configuration exists at all weight flows, and the indicated incidence
angle is higher for the low-weight-flow operating point. Under.these
conditions the blades are operating as a pitot-type, or simple tivergent,
diffuser, with an external shock and stisonic flow through the blades.
In this range of Mach nunisers,a design specifically for this type of
operation appears to be at least as efficient as the unstarted
convergent-divergent diffuser (reference 4).

Comparison of over-all performance of impeller-diffuser cotiination
with performance of impeller alone. - As a check on any possible changes
in Impeller operating characteristics resulting from (1) the ,installa- .-

tion of new guide vanes, (2) a slightly increased radial clearance, or
* (3) repair work on the impeller trai~g edges, the impeller character-

istic curve at design speed was obtained before installation of the
diffuser cascade. At this time, a duplicate set of instruments was.
placed at the diffuser measuring station 3.75 inches ,downstresmof the
impeller. The standard-impeller characteristic curves for both instru-
ment locations, as well as the over-all performance of the impeller- .-

diffuser ccmibination,are given in figure,10. Even without blades, a
large loss in total pressure evidently exists in the annulus between the
impeller and diffuser measuring stations. These losses result from
dissipation of impeller wakes, other mixing losses, and,yall friction.
At a weight flow corresponding to the diffuser maximum-flow condition,
the pressure ratio is reduced from 3.4 to 3.16 in the.annulus alone. A
good share of this loss represents energy unavailable for pressure con-
version and should properlybe charged against the impeller rather than
the diffuser. l%is inherent 10SS would acco~t for some, but not all, of
the discrepancy in supersonic efficiency between the theoretical values
for a single normal shock and the obsened efficiencies.

Peak pressure ratio wit~ the diffuser installed is,3.03 at design
speed. The implication is not intended that only the loss in pressure
ratio between 3.16 and 3.03 may be charged-to the diffuser because the
presence of blades m& actually decrease mixing losses, and so forth..
More than shock losses alone need to be considered, and other losses may
be of the ss.meorder of magnitude as shock losses in this range of Mach .
nunibers..
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A similar comparison of adiabatic efficiency shows that failure to
attain impeller des&n weight flow wasvery injurious to over-all effi-

..

ciency. The diffuser-limitedoperating conditions cover a range of
~.goperation where the impeller efficiency is far frcm its peak value.

This mismatching of compressor components cuts down the over-all adia- N ,.

batic efficiency to undesirable val~s.

.-

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Experimental and analytical studies of the axial-discharge impeller
—.-

crmibinedwith a supersonic diffuser cascade have indicated the following :
results:

—

1. Choking in the diffuser passages at values of weight flow lower .- ‘=
than design preveritedattainment of design ‘flowconditions. The reqtire- -: .<
ments for starting the supersonic flow “inthe diffuser we”renot met at —
any flow condition investigatedbecause the effective contraction ratio _ .._~
was increased by the presence of boundary layer, blade wakes, aridflow ~

separation. .-

2. Flow angles, measured in front of the diffuser-cascade,differed
materially from angles measured previously bdiind the impeller alo-rie. ., ● -:

The blade cascade appeared responsible for an adjustment of the flow
.—

that reduced the effective angle of incidence of the blade to the flow —

by several degrees.
—..-*-

3. At maximum weight flow the subsonic flow behind the first, or
external, shock reverted to sonic flow farther downstream as a result
of boundary-layer buildup. An expansion wave developed at the trailing
edge of the diffuser blades, which resulted in discharge Mach nsu!ibers
exceeding those at the diffuser inlet. ““

4. Bleeting off 9 percent of the impeller weight flow in front of
the diffuser throat was insufficient to allow starting of’the cascade or
to increase the net weight flow through the diffuser.

-.

——
—

,-

—

5..Total-pressure losses resulting from poor flow distribution, -
mixing, and blade wakes assumed equal importance with the shock losses
associated with the diffuser.

--

6. Peak values of diffuser efficiency occurred”atweight flows” ““
lower than the choking value at each speed. Thus the indicatio~ are
that a diffuser with an external shock configurationwould perform as

,.=

.
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well as or better
9 Mach nuniberstith

flows.

~“ 13

,
than the convergent-divergentt~e in this range of
additional benefit of operating over a range of weight

‘g Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory,
.U. National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Cleveland, Ohio.
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